Application
You are required to send by post the following documentation duly filled in and endorsed by
your home university’s authorities:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Application form (do not forget to mark your selection for the Greek Language Courses in
the respective check box-in case you are interested)
Application form for free meals at the University restaurant.
Learning Agreement – form as supplied to you by your home University (signed and
stamped accordingly). This is your initial Learning Agreement, which you will have the
opportunity to modify if needed, after your arrival at Panteion. For full-year
applicants, separate Learning Agreement forms are required for each semester.
Confirmation Letter from your home University that you have been selected as an
Erasmus student for Panteion University, also stating your Erasmus period duration.
Medical Insurance Certification valid for the whole period of your Erasmus Studies
(copy -both sides- of your European Health Insurance Card or other)
Copy- both sides - of your ID card or Passport (the pages that contain your personal
information details)
Proof of B2 knowledge of English language. B1 certificate is also accepted, if the home
University can confirm B2 knowledge (original document signed and stamped
accordingly).
Four (4) ID type photographs

You are strongly advised to send the above mentioned documents scanned in attachment
by email (preferred) or fax before sending them by post.
In case you are still unable to mail the above required documents set close to our deadlines
expiration, please ensure that you fax or send by email (preferred), scanned in attachment at
least your Application within the deadlines and state the actual time that you will send the rest
of the documents.
As soon as you have finalized your travel arrangements, you are kindly requested to provide
us with your arrival information.
Please, note that Panteion University does not offer accommodation.
The Campus is accessible to students with disabilities (ramps and elevators are available).
Workstation software for visually impaired students.
Info regarding Visas can be found on the website of Ministry of Foreign Affairs

University
Guide

Dear Students,
Panteion University, founded in 1927,
has steadily grown over the years as a
monothematic University dedicated to social
and political sciences.
The University takes pride at fostering strong
ties with other prestigious Universities
abroad, with other known Institutions of the
Greek society and with the local community
of Kallithea. At Panteion University it is our
aim that all students gain a fulfilling academic
experience from the University’s programs,
which are based on scientific methodology
and principles. We train our students as
individuals who can make a difference,
by enabling them to gain academic and
professional knowledge, critical thought,
sense of confidence, social responsibility, as
well as to prepare them for a future career
which fulfils their professional aspirations.
An integral part of this education is the
development of analytical thinking and
problem solving skills, the setting of high
personal goals, the quest of outcomes, along
with understanding of individual creativity
and social responsibility.
Dear Students, Panteion University continues
on its path, committed to the delivery of
quality education and innovation. It is with
these sentiments that I wish you all every
success in your studies and in your future
careers.
Professor Ismini Kriari
Rector
Panteion University
of Social and Political Sciences

Rectory Authorities
Professor Ismini Kriari, Rector
Professor Vasileios Kougeas,
Vice Rector of Academic Issues
and Personnel
Professor Nikolaos Leandros,
Vice Rector for Financial
Planning and Development
and President of the Research
Committee

I. General Information
Panteion University bears the honor of being the oldest University of Social and
Political Sciences in Greece, founded in 1927, with a great contribution
to fostering and developing the social and political sciences in Greece.
It is a University, firmly oriented towards the social character of public higher
education linking science and research to practical social activity with a view to
maximising its social contribution.

I

ts academia is one of the leading
academic communities in Greece with
a strong reputation mainly in the fields
of constitutional, administrative and
international law, in international relations, in
economics, in sociology, in political sciences,
in psychology and in mass media studies.
With regard to teaching and research the
University has contributed to the shaping
of the respective disciplines in Greece. The
Program on the environmental protection is
on the Academic Impact List of the United
Nations. The first Postgraduate Program in
Greece was founded at Panteion University in

Regional Studies in 1975 by the late Professor
Ieronymos Pintos, an authority in the field.
The first course in Criminology and the first
Institute for Gender Studies were established,
among other achievements, in our University.
Panteion University introduced the Erasmus
exchange program in Greece and with four
Jean Monet Chairs on European Law and an
UNESCO Chair on Democracy
and Human Rights, numerous participations
in conferences worldwide and organizations
of congresses in Greece and abroad bears
testimony of the University’s presence in the
international academic world.

Our University consists of four faculties and nine academic departments with
eleven postgraduate programs with about thirty directions and specializations:
A. Faculty of International Studies, Communication and Culture
1. Department of International, European and Area Studies
2. Department of Communication, Media and Culture
B. Faculty of Social Sciences and Psychology
1. Department of Sociology
2. Department of Social Anthropology
3. Department of Psychology
C. Faculty of Political Sciences
1. Department of Political Science and History
2. Department of Social Policy
D. Faculty of Sciences of Economy and Public Administration
1. Department of Public Administration
2. Department of Economic and Regional Development
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I

n the summer the University operates
English speaking Summer Courses
in Olympia and on the islands of Tinos
and Syros. Panteion also operates 15
Laboratories, 24 Research Centres and
3 Research Institutes. The Panteion
University offers English, German, French,
Italian, Russianand Iranian as foreign
languages courses. Local and foreign
students work together in an attempt to

foster the interest in different languages
and cultures and promote interrelations
through the language exchange service.
Panteion University today has about
19.000 undergraduate students, while
the enrolled postgraduate students are
approximately 1.100 and the number of
the doctorate level students are 1.500.
The academic staff consists of about 260
members, tenured at all levels, assisted
by 110 administrative employees,
approximately.

The former Presidents of the Hellenic Republic Michail Stasinopoulos
(1975), and Konstantinos Tsatsos (1975-1980) were Professors
of Administrative Law and Philosophy of Law respectively

F

ormer Prime-Ministers Panayiotis
Kanellopoulos (1945, 1967), Ioannis
Paraskevopoulos (193) and Konstantinos
Simitis (1996-2004) have been Professors
of our University in the fields of Sociology,
Economics and Commercial Law. Many
members of the academic staff have been
elected members of the Greek Parliament
or have served as Ministers in different
Governments. Presidents of the Academy of
Athens, the highest intellectual institution
of Greece have been the members of
our academic staff : Sokratis Kougeas,
Professor of History (1953), Ioannis
Theodorakopoulos Professor of Philosophy
(1963), Dionysios Zakythinos, Professor of
History (1974), Georgios Vlachos, Professor
of Political Sciences (1990), Konstantinos
Despotopoulos, Professor of Philosophy
(1993). Professor Stelios Seferiadis had
been Member of the International Court of
the Hagues. In the recent years Professor

Christos Rozakis was elected Judge at
the European Court of Human Rights
in Strasbourg and Professor Charissis
Tagaras served as Judge in the Court of the
European Union in Luxembourg.
Members of the University played an active
role in the resistance against the junta
regime (1967-1974): The late Professor of
Economics and Rector Dionysis Karagiorgas
and former Rector and Professor of
Sociology Vassilis Filias had been sentenced
to years of imprisonment because of their
activities against the colonels. Panteion
University has become Greece’s leading
diplomatic training establishment,
given that every year the majority of the
candidates who pass the exams for the
Diplomatic Academy have been former
Panteion students. Panteion alumnis serve
in all sectors of public administration and in
many sectors of private enterprises.

II. Historical Background
The history of Panteion University goes back 90 years, approximately. It is the
history of a creative, progressive course associated not only with the course of
Higher Education and the development of the Social Sciences in Greece, but also
with its broader social transformation and the political life in our country, as well.

T

wo men associated their names with the
concentration, the foundation and the
inception of the School. One of them was
a Cypriot, coming from a historic Limassol
family, Georgios S. Frangoudis (1869-1939),
who studied law in Athens and political
science in Paris. The second was the son of
a well-to-do family from Volos, Alexandros
I. Pantos (1888-1930), who also studied law
in Athens and then political science in Paris.
It so happened that both men studied at
the École Libre des Sciences Politiques in
Paris, although in different periods because
of their difference in age. As a free forum
for scientific knowledge and expression,
this School exerted a great influence on
intellectuals. Even though the paths of
these two men never crossed, they had a
common vision, which was to establish a
School of Political Sciences in Greece like
that of Paris. The former, Frangoudis, at one
point made this vision a life’s work. The later,
Pantos, made the vision possible, as he left
virtually his entire estate for the foundation

of a School of Political Sciences in Greece
after the École Libre des Sciences Politiques
in Paris. To promote his reformist ideas,
Frangoudis established the Educational
Renaissance Society in 1924, thus identifying
the areas requiring reforms in education.
To realise this goal, G. Frangoudis founded
the School of Political Sciences through
“Educational Renaissance”.
The construction of the building started in
1927 and it was the President of the Republic,
Admiral Pavlos Kountouriotis, who laid the
foundation stone of the main building which
is today located on Syngrou Avenue. Classes
began officially on 18 November 1930 in the
presence of the Prime Minister Eleftherios
Venizelos, who had hoped to be the School’s
first professor and was its first benefactor.
At the same time, the Pantos’ last wish,
who died in June of 1930, was of decisive
assistance. He wanted a School of Political
Sciences to be founded with the bequest
he left behind.
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T

hanks to the persuasiveness and
enthusiasm of G. Frangoudis, who was
the inspirational spirit of the venture, and
to the perceptive and energetic nature of
Eleftherios Venizelos who, as the Prime
Minister, was the executor of Pantos’ will,
the bequest was assimilated with the
“Educational Renaissance” building in
1931and thusbecame Panteios School of
Political Sciences. Thus the common vision
of the two men became a reality. Panteios
School of Political Sciences operated as
a Legal Entity of Private Law and its first
departments were passed by law in 1930.
There were two departments established:
1) the Department of Politics and History
and 2) the Department of Social
and Economic Science.
In 1937, it became a public institution
with the name“Higher School of Political
Sciences”, and henceforth operated as
a public institution, which, in 1939, was
renamed Panteion Higher School of Political
Sciences and Public Service Employees. The
staff of the School worked hard on the basis
of these constitutional principles to make an
impact both on the scientific field of Social
Sciences and society itself.
Public debates on issues of more general
interest,in addition to the scientific
conferences, hold at Panteios and being
organized on a regular basis, turned into
traditionfor it. By virtue of Law 540/43, the
Schoolreassumed its old name of Panteion
Higher School of Political Sciences under

which it operated until 1989 and acquired
the right to award doctoral degrees. In
1951, traditional university organisation
was introduced into the School. Its Board
of Governors was replaced by the ViceChancellor, the Senate and the General
Assembly of the School’s Academic Staff.
Panteios was recognized as a cradle of freely
expressed ideas along the lines envisaged
by its founders, particularly after the
famous debates on parliamentarism in May,
1932. Among the participants was George
Papandreou, Minister of Education at the
time, distinguished scientists and students.
In 1963, the duration of studies expands
to four years and the School’s Departments
arerenamed as that of 1) Political Science
and 2) Public Administration.
The development of the School and the
increasing of students led to the need for
more buildings. Thus, in 1964, was George
Papandreou, Prime Minister at the time
who set the foundation stone for a new
building (known today as the Michael
Stasinopoulos building), which was finished
and inaugurated in 1968.
After the reorganisation of higher education
under Law 1268/82, in 1983 the School
was divided into three Departments (P.D.
462/83): 1) Department of Political Science
and International Studies, 2) Department of
Public Administration and 3) Department of
Sociology.
In 1989, in accordance with P.D. 377/89, the
School was renamed Panteion University of
Social and Political Sciences and consisted of
the following Departments:1) Department of
Political Science and International Studies, 2)
Department of Public Administration,

3) Department of Sociology, 4) Department
of Urban and Regional Development, 5)
Department of Social Policy and Social
Anthropology, 7) Department of Psychology
and 8) General Department of Law.
Then the Department of Political Science
and International Studies was divided into
two separate departments: 1) Political
Science and History and 2) International
and European Studies. The Department
of Urban and Regional Development was
renamed Department of Economic and
Regional Development and the Department
of Communication and Media was renamed
the Department of Communication, Media
and Culture. Finally, the Department of
Social Policy and Social Anthropology was
also divided into two separate departments:
1) Department of Social Policy and
2) Department of Social Anthropology.
The creation of new Departments led to
the expansion of the University to a new
eight storeys building in the 90’s, which
was finished in 1995 and inaugurated by
Konstantinos Stephanopoulos, President of
the Republic at the time.

The University Library was also renovated
and covers three storeys of 1750 sq.m. of
the original neoclassical building which also
houses the Administration Services.
Panteion University is a member of European
Universities Association (EUA).
The University aims to provide students
with a solid academic education as well
as to equip them with the latest skills in
preparation for their professional lives.
We pride ourselves on the quality of our
teaching as well as on our wide-ranging
and innovative study programmes meeting
the needs of society, helping to improve the
competitiveness of the labor market through
master’s and Phd level students as well as
the staff development.
The Panteion University authorities create
conditions favorable for developing
student self-governance while Panteion’s
students, through educational, research and
community-oriented activities make full
use of the privileges granted
to them.
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Examination
Grades

A

n academic year is made up of
two semesters, the winter and
the spring semester of 13 weeks
each. Students are provided with
the opportunity to repeat a course
that they have not passed during
winter and spring terms. Semester
examinations, written or oral, are
held at the end of every semester.

If a student fails in a semester course
exam (in February for the winter
semester and in June for the spring
semester), he is not considered to
have completed the course until he
successfully sits for a supplementary
assessment in September. Grades
are allocated on a scale of 0-10 (no
decimal points) with a minimum
passing mark of five.

Degree
To receive a degree, students must
have completed the required number
of academic semesters of study (min
4 semesters, max 8 semesters), which
is defined by the level of studies
(undergraduate-postgraduatedoctorate level) of the student and
the category in which the student

belongs to according the status of
his entrance in the University. At
the same time the student must
have gathered the required number
of credits, both as a total and per
category of courses, as defined by
the department in which the student
is enrolled.

Faculty of Social Sciences and Psychology
1. Department of Sociology
2. Department of Social Anthropology
3. Department of Psychology

Department of Sociology
Aim of the Department

knowledgeable and able to systematically

To meet with teaching, research, post-

process both scientific and current

graduate studies and international

perceptions of social problems, which

presence on major theoretical searches

may be invited to face in their professional

in modern directions multi-science

practice. It seeks to train, but also to

management of social problems and to

promote the investigation of various

draw their management practices.

aspects of social life and problems created

Systematically cultivates sociological

by social coexistence of people.

teaching and research needs that create
and questions posed by swift changes and

Postgraduate Studies

transformations that characterize the global

Postgraduate Program: «Sociology»

society nowadays.

 Direction: Social exclusion

Aimed to a systematic study of society,

and Human Rights

social behavior and individual collective

 Direction: Greek and European Society

forms, social institutions, the assembly

 Direction: Social and Political Theory

process and change the structure of

Postgraduate Program:

human society and the problems facing

«Criminology».

by modern man. It also aims to train
sociologists, scientists
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Department of Social Anthropology
of joint research programs and the
reinforcement of scientific exchanges with
Western and other societies, particularly

Aim of the Department

in the Mediterranean region, the Balkans,

The aim of the Department is to provide

Southeast Europe and the neighboring

students with the specialized knowledge

Islamic societies. To fulfill these objectives,

and scientific methodology necessary

the Department of Social Anthropology

for the research and study of society

orientates towards the organization of

and culture. Special emphasis is given

the following directions: Anthropology

to the analysis of social, economic and

of Greece and neighboring societies

political institutions, the exploration of the

(Europe, the Mediterranean, the Balkans,

symbolic and linguistic representations,
the analysis of the social construction of
gender, the examination of the kinship
system structure, the interpretation of
the manufacturing processes of cultural
identities and formation of ethnic and
religious groups, the analysis of educational
mechanisms, migratory movements and
health structures. The objectives of the

Middle East), Anthropology of health

Department also include the development

and Biopolitics (gender, kinship, health,
new technologies, body, ages, deviation,
diet-nutrition), Interculturalism and
Cultural Policies (education, immigration,
tourism, space and environment, material
culture, museums, visual anthropology,
ethnomusicology, anthropology and
archeology), Methodology of Social
Anthropology, Globalization: Social and
Economic Aspects.

Postgraduate Studies
Postgraduate Program:
«Social and Cultural Anthropology».

Department of Psychology
experimental, cognitive, social,
developmental and clinical psychology),
the familiarizing and training of students
to the basic rules and scientific research
methods of capturing, understanding and
interpretation of the human behavior, the
further development and promotion of the
psychological science as one of the human
and society sciences. Training or retraining
of members of the teaching and research
staff of the department in countries like
France, Switzerland, Greece, USA, Italy,
Canada provides an opportunity for
teachers to make students more sensitive to
the political / ideological basis of theories
of psychological science as these were
developed and grown in the context of

Aim of the Department

knowledge within specific socio-political

The policy and objectives of the

systems and eras.

psychology department are formulated and
developed in the context of responsibility
and challenge. More specifically, this
department offers a highly theoretical
training to the students in the basic
fields of the psychological science
(psychophysiology, neuropsychology,

Postgraduate Studies
Postgraduate Program: «Psychology»
 Direction: Social Psychology of conflicts
 Direction: Positive Psychology: Applications and Consulting
 Direction: Identity and interpersonal relationships
 Direction: Cognitive and Developmental
Psychology
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Faculty of Political Sciences
1. Department of Political Science and History
2. Department of Social Policy

Department of Political Science and History
Aim of the Department
The study and research of political science

our society (political, journalistic, mass

and politicalhistory with emphasis on the

media communications, educational,

scientific fields of Political Theory, Political

schools, universities). The intention of the

Philosophy and Psychology, Theory of

department is to teach students Tolerance

State and Political Practices, Theory of

towards other different theories, ideologies

empirical methods in Social Sciences,

and perceptions. Interdisciplinary

Political Systems Theory, Theory of the

convergence, theoretical reflection,

European and Greek political history, the

comparative approach, comparative

establishment and operation of Institutions

framework in different historical times and

and the Theory of Political Parties.

geographical locations.

It aims at ‘disciplined’ conflict with the
prejudices of collective obsessions,

Postgraduate Studies

stereotypes of self –admiration and

Postgraduate Program:

intolerance towards others, either

«Political Science and History»

national-religious-minorities within the

 Direction: Political Science

territory or border foreigners and enemies

 Direction: Modern

as established at all levels and fields of

and Contemporary History

Department of Social Policy
Aim of the Department
The Department of Social Policy aims to the

social relations, income, health, combating

education of social scientists in the study

social inequalities and social exclusion,

and research of society, the interpretation

gender exclusion etc. Special importance

and analysis of social phenomena and

is given into the methodology of social

problems, the analysis of institutions and

sciences, planning, application, monitoring

social structures and their everlasting and

and evaluation of the programs and the

modern transformation with final goal the

measures of social policy as well as in the

planning, the application and evaluation

issues of organization, administration and

of social policy at local, national and

function of social services in general in order

international level. In particular, the aim

to offer to its graduates high potentials of

of the Department is to educate students

employment in positions concerning the

in the fields of social policy, social theory,

planning of social policy, the coordination,

social and economic development, social

the monitoring, the management and

history, rural and urban sociology, rural

evaluation of the programmes of social

geography, demography and the state or

protection and intervention.

non-governmental intervention at the areas

Postgraduate Program:

of employment, social security, labor and

«Social Policy: Methods and Applications»
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Faculty of International Studies,
Communication & Culture
1. Department of International, European and Area Studies
2. Department of Communication, Media and Culture

Department of International, European and Area Studies
Aim of the Department

Learning Objectives - Success tools:

The objective of the Department is to

a) Internationalization and strengthening

provide students with a high quality

openness of our student community,

education in international studies. Towards

through participation in student mobility

this aim, the Department fosters the study

programs (e.g. Erasmus) and international

of the international society phenomena

summer schools of the Department that

with the theoretical and methodological

enable forging international cooperation

arsenal in interdisciplinary manner and in

networks. b) Research skills cultivation

particular through the study of law and

through programmes of expert researchers

the institutions, international relations,

in the research centers of the department

political science and political economy.

c) Formation of epistemic culture through

Consequently, the Department aims to

focusing on Academic Ethics Rules. d)

help students embed the basic principles

Interface with labor market and social

of international and European law and

agencies through Internships.

the basic theory and methodology of
International Relations and International

Postgraduate Studies

Political Economy. Moreover, students are

Postgraduate Programme:

expected to be able to study bibliography

«International and European Studies»

in two foreign languages, to carry out basic

 Direction: International Law

research and
with the use
of computers
and engage
in scientific
activities
such as
attending
seminars
and
workshops.

and Diplomatic Studies
 Direction: International Relations

and Strategic Studies
 Direction: International Economic,

Financial and Banking Law
 Direction: European Law and Public Policy

(Jean Monnet)
 Direction: Environment and sustainable

development (Jean Monnet)
 Direction: International Economic

Relations

Department of Communication, Media and Culture
Aim of the Department

Postgraduate Studies

The objectives of the Department include

Postgraduate Program:

in general, and the following: theoretical

«Communication, Media and Cultural

and historical- empirical investigation of

Administration»

the phenomenon of communication both

 Direction: Communication and Media

in teaching and in research level. Practical

Rhetoric

training of students in media space

 Direction: New Media and Journalism

(newspapers, radio, cultural management,

 Direction: Cultural Management

new technologies, advertising, public
relations and rhetoric). Training journalists
and executives for daily public press and
the media. Training cultural managers,
communications specialists, advertisers,
public relations specialists and executives
of all communication and information
forms and infrastructure for teaching and
research.
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Faculty of Economic Sciences
and Public Administration
1. Department of Public Administration
2. Department of Economic and Regional Development

Department of Public Administration

Aim of the Department

the complete/comprehensive coverage

The Department’s objectives as well as

of key issues and methods concerning

the educational and scientific orientation

the problems of Public Administration

are determined by the fields of study

and the promoting of science

of the Sectors, as detailed in the study

organization and state operation.

programme-curriculum. In particular, the
Department’s research activity spreads to
the study and analysis of all the current
problems of Public Administration and its
services. The Department’s effort focuses
on providing students with a complete
consolidation of all core areas of the

Postgraduate Studies
Postgraduate Program:
«Public Administration»
 Direction: Culture of Law: Public

and Private Law
 Direction: State and European

Union Administration

wider public sector and on supplying

 Direction: Economic Science

them with specialized knowledge and

 Direction: Taxation and Auditing

expertise which will appoint them as

 Direction: Public Management

competent executives of the afore

 Direction: Law, Technology

mentioned public sector in the range
of all modern state activities. Moreover,
some of the Department’s objectives are

and Economy
 Direction: Business Law

and Administration

Department of Economic and Regional Development
Aim of the Department
The Department serves a relatively new
subject, which incorporates modern
interdisciplinary notions as to the nature
and character of regional and generally
economic development. The “philosophy”
of the Department based on the view that
the analysis of economic growth consists
complex social process which’s critical
dimensions, are space and time, that is its
people, the place and its history.
The space at the same time treated as
geographical (place, city, region, etc.) with
specific problems but also as a historic place
in the sense of the historical determination
and limitation. The special feature of the
axis of economic science and the axis of
regional science.
Postgraduate Studies
Postgraduate Program:
«Applied Economics
and Regional Development»
 Direction: Applied Economics

and Administration
operation of the Department is to analyze
the phenomenon of the development, not
in the narrow limits of economics, but also
enriched with knowledge coming from
the area of social and natural sciences.
Based on this theoretical grid of values, the

 Direction: Applied Civil

and Regional Development
 Specialization: Regional

and Local Development Planning
 Specialization: Economics

of Real Estate

curriculum is arranged around two parallel
andequivalent axes: the
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Postgraduate
Programs
Postgraduate Programs

Political Sciences» in

are operated in every

which the Academic

Department/Faculty and

Departments of

most of them include

“Sociology”, “Social

more than one direction/

Anthropology”,

specialization. Panteion

“Communication,

University operates the

Media and Culture”,

inter-departmental Postgraduate Program

“Public Administration” and “International,

«Gender and Equality Studies in Social and

European and Area Studies” are involved.

Doctorate Studies
Doctorate studies conducted
at Panteion University aim to
promote scientific research
career of the students who
have attained a master’s
degree. The doctoral degree
studies represent all the
scientific fields enveloped in
Panteion University. The goal
of doctorate level studies
is to enhance the students’ personal,
professional and career development and
to provide a broad set of skills in individual
research and academic work.
All academic Departments offer a
doctoral degree. The procedure for the
acquisition of a doctorate is governed by
law and by the prerequisites designated
by each department. Further information
can be given by the relevant department.

For admission to doctoral studies, the
principal requirement is a master’s degree
in the same or relevant field. Students
can start working for a doctorate as
soon as they have obtained the Master’s
degree. Research and the preparation of
a substantial thesis are essential parts of
the doctorate studies. The doctoral thesis
is published and must be defended in a
public disputation.

Research Centres - Univerity Institutes - Laboratories
Panteion University, strongly committed

The field of research at the Panteion

to social and economic development

University is based on two main pillars:

and needs, encourages innovation and

 The Research Committee and the Special

knowledge transferred to the economic
sector. The Panteion University Research

Account for Research Funds
 Teaching and Research in the Faculties

Committee, the University Research

and Academic Departments of Panteion

Institutes, the University Research Centres

University

and the University Laboratories carry

Research at Panteion University is

out national and international projects

developed in 42 Research Institutes,

in experimental, social, political and

Research Centres and Laboratories in which

humanitarian areas. Panteion University

numerous academic tutors, new researchers

promotes and manages European/

and students participate.

international research cooperation
projects and through the MoUs and
presently the International Credit Mobility
Erasmus+ is carrying out comprehensive
actions to improve exchange and mutual
knowledge between professors and
scientists from different laboratories,
creating the foundations for greater

Panteion University operates
the following Institutes:
 Institute of International Relations
 Institute of Urban Environment

and Human Resources
 Regional Development Institute

cooperation projects.
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Research Centres
Panteion University operates the following Research Centres:

School of Social Science
 Department of Sociology:
1. Centre of Social and Economic Research
2. Centre of Social Theory
and Implemented Social Research
3. Greek Centre of Criminology
4. Centre of Penal Studies
5. Centre of Historical Sociology
6. Research Centre of Bio politics
 Department of Psychology:
Centre for Social Psychology and Public
Opinion Research

School of International Studies,
Communication and Culture
 Department of International,

European and Area Studies:
1. The European Centre for Environmental
Research and Training (EKePeK).
2. The European Centre for Research
and Training in Human Rights
and Humanitarian Law (EKEDAAD.
3. MEPIELAN CENTRE Mediterranean
Program for International Environmental
Law and Negotiation
4. The European Centre of Economic
and Financial Law (ECEFIL).
 Department of Communication,

Media and Culture:
1. Centre for Drama
and Cultural Studies

School of Economy and Public
Administration
 Department of of Economic

and Regional Development:
1. Research Centre of Economic Studies
and Policy
2. Research Centre of Business Law
(R.C.B.L)
 Department of Public Administration:
1. European Research and Education Centre
on Law and Bioethics
2. European Centre for Fiscal Studies
3. Centre of Auditing and Administration
of Enterprises and Organizations
4. Research Centre of Ancient Greek
and Hellenistic Law
5. Centre of Science and Culture of Law
6. Research Centre of Governance
and Development
7. Research Centre on Governmental Policy
8. Centre of Research on Local
Self-administration and Decentralization

School of Political Science
 Department of Social Policy:
1. Centre of Social Morphology & Social Policy
(ΚΕΚΜΟΚΟP)
 Department of Political

Science and History
1. The Centre for Political Research

Laboratories
Panteion University operates the following Laboratories:

School of International Studies,
Communication and Culture
 Department of Communication,

Media and Culture: Media Lab

School of Economy and Public
Administration
 Department of Economic

and Regional Development:
1. Lab GIS Laboratory of Economic Research

School of Social Science
 Department of Sociology:
1. Restorative Justice and Mediation Lab
2. Urban Criminology Lab
3. Lab of Sociology of education and culture
4. Lab for the study of Populations Mobility
(Refugees, Immigrants, diaspora),
the intercultural relations
and radicalization

and Geographic Information Systems
 Department of Social Policy:
1. Centre of Gender Studies
 Department of Political Science

and History
1. The Laboratory on Contentious
Politics
2. Research Centre for Modern History (KENI)

5. Lab for the study of current forms
of communication in Europe
 Department of Psychology:
1. Experimental & Applied Behavior Analysis
2. Virtual Reality, Internet Research
and E- Learning
3. Social and Experimental Psychology
4. Clinic and Criminal Psychology
 Department of Social Anthropology:
1. Laboratory of Anthropological Research
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University Museum
Panteion University owns an
important University Museum
dedicated to the University historical
heritage.

T

he Museum’s collection comprises
paintings, sculptures, engravings,

drawings, emblems, furniture and other
pieces which add up to a great number of
items. Some of the items that are exhibited
in the historical Museum “Georgios
Frangoudis”, which has been inaugurated
on 30thof June 2014, are:
 Documents from the inauguration
of the Panteios Higher School
of Political Sciences
 The first study programmes -curricula
of the Panteios Higher School
of Political Sciences
 Photo collections of events (nomination

 Photo collections of events (nomination
of proclaimed honorary doctors,
foundation and inauguration
of the University buildings etc.)
 Furniture (antique tables and chairs)
 Documents and school leaving
certificates titles from folders of students.

of proclaimed honorary doctors,

 Books of Panteion University’s professors

foundation and inauguration

 The clothing of the Rector with

of the University buildings etc.

the medallion of the Rector.

 The model of the new building

 Busts of Ioannis Kapodistrias

of Panteion University.
y

and the two founders of the Panteion
University Alexander Pantos and George
Frangoudis
 About fifteen tables-lithographs
 About three dozen portraits
of former Prime Ministers of Greece,
former professors and Rectors
of the University.

International Co-operation
Panteion University pays great attention to the development of international
collaboration in order to promote its identity internationally and to strengthen
the reputation of the University worldwide.
To date, Panteion University has signed over 300 bilateral agreements worldwide
within the Erasmus+ Programs and also a lot of Memoranda (MoU).

The exchange programs and active international contacts
and collaborations offer opportunities for studies abroad as well as
possibilities for incoming students.

W

e welcome students from several

To facilitate student mobility we are

countries all over the world within

continuously upgrading our academic

international and European Erasmus

and student support services. The

+ exchange programs. To serve our

Erasmus Student Network (ESN) plays an

international student community we

important role in looking after the welfare

offer a wide range of high quality and

and well-being of international students

innovative learning opportunities mainly

and organizes a wide range of social and

in English ranging in scale from individual

cultural activities. For several years, we have

courses through the educational system of

sought to define our profile by stressing the

“reading courses” up to entire modules and

international dimension in all our activities

Master’s and doctoral programs. All of the

in research, teaching, cultural policy

University’s departments are now within

and services.

the European Credit Transfer System.
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environment. The outgoing or incoming
Erasmus students, our own teaching staff

O

ur strategic goal is to strengthen

and administrative staff as well as visiting

our position as a multi-disciplinary

staff from abroad play a central role in

university equipped to meet the global,

strengthening international cooperation at

international and regional challenges.

all levels. We strongly believe that even a

The international activities and cooperation

short period of teaching and also training

in which the University is engaged

abroad can help to equip the teaching

influence and enhance the quality of our

staff as well as administrative staff on a

education and research. The quality and

personal level to face the challenges of

impact of international cooperation in

internationalization. Our aim is not only to

education and international activities

provide international students with good

improve students’ ability to compete both

quality teaching and interesting research

in the national and international market

projects but also to offer modern, up-to-

as well as broadening and improving their

date facilities, pleasant surroundings and a

potential for success in a multinational

variety of social activities.

Memoranda between Panteion University and:
 Hellenic Electricity Distribution
Network Operator
 Inspectors-Controllers Body

 University of Cairo
 Financial University under the
Government of Russian Federation

for Public Administrator
 University of Utrecht
 Neapolis University of Pafos
 University of Cyprus

 East China University

 Technological Educational
Institute of Ionian Islands

 Aikaterini Laskaridis Foundation
 Halki Theological School

E

 ESN (European Sociology
Network)
 Frederick University

uropean and International mobility

programs and research opportunities, the

of Panteion is implemented through

coordination and administrative support

its Department of International Relations

of the University’s European Educational

and European Union (Erasmus Office).

Programs, especially in the framework of

The main tasks of the Department are

inter-institutional agreements, such as

the promotion and monitoring of inter-

Erasmus, the organization of international

university agreements, the collection

meetings and expositions etc.

and diffusion of academic exchange

The Erasmus+ Programs are coordinated by the Institutional Coordinator
assisted by Departmental Coordinators and the Erasmus Committee
defined by the Senate.

T

he Erasmus

w our local credit
with

Office consists

s
system)
which is designed

of highly qualified

t guarantee quality,
to

administrative

t
transparency
and full

members. The

a
academic
recognition. The

adopted accurate

credits for each course

measures based

followed abroad are

on strict criteria

allocated and consented

and highly defined

by both the academic

qualifications

and departmental

proceed to the

coordinator according to

d
student, teaching and

the Transcript of Records

y.
training staff mobility.

approved by the host

Promotional and

institution. Students can

guidelines meetings,

be awarded ECTS after

organized by the

having attended and

International Office, take place twice a year.

successfully completed courses according

Panteion ESN frames our efforts to organize

to the pre-signed Learning Agreement and

supplementary events to the profit of the

having taken part in examination leading

Erasmus Society in order to promote the

to a successful completion and approval of

exchange mobility. The admission of public

the student’s knowledge/skill. The adopted

in an equipped hall is supported by our

academic credit system emerges from

updated website. The Bilateral Agreements

Bologna Convention in accordance with

are signed by the Rector who is the legal

the Greek Higher Education necessities,

representative of the Institution, after being

given that a great number of fundamental

examined as to the academic added value.

operational and academic principles

The successful completion of the study

are under revision. The Department of

period abroad for each of the selected

International Relations and European Union

courses mentioned in the Learning

is responsible for the smooth process

Agreement is recognized by awarding

and viability of the

ECTS. Our Institution has already adopted
the ECTS (in parallel
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students
to Greek
Erasmus+ programs through all stages,

everyday

from the call and proposal drafting to

life and

administrative implementation, providing

culture,

support to outgoing as well as incoming

Panteion

mobile participants. On that basis, our

University

University, student-oriented, has secured

offers Greek language courses, in

free access to University Library services

cooperation with the Modern Greek

and to Panteion sports Center. Towards the

Language Teaching School of University of

aim to facilitate the integration of foreign

Athens.

S

ince 1987, founding year of Erasmus

Federation and Serbia. In 2017, Panteion

program, Panteion University -of the

University submitted a new proposal

very first Greek universities to join –through

including over forty Universities in 15

the Department of International Relations

countries worldwide, thus widening the

and the European Union, has successfully

scientific spectrum of student, teaching and

participated in the program, now counting

administrative staff mobility globally.

more than 300 bilateral agreements
established with universities
of program countries all over
Europe, facilitating outbound and
inbound student, administrative
and teaching staff mobility and
safeguarding the principles as
set out in the Erasmus Charter.
Since 2015 Panteion University
joined the Erasmus+
International Credit Mobility
Program establishing bilateral
agreements with universities
from People’s Republic of
China, Egypt, USA, Russian

Panteion University implements European and International Mobility
through the Institution’s International Relations and European Union Office

T

he Program is coordinated by the

Agreements are signed by the Rector who

Institutional Coordinator assisted

is the legal representative of the Institution,

by Departmental Coordinators and the

after being examined as to the academic

Erasmus Committee defined by the

added value. The successful completion

Senate. Erasmus Office consists of highly

of the study period abroad for each of the

qualified administrative members. The

selected courses mentioned in the Learning

adopted accurate measures based on strict

Agreement is recognized by awarding

criteria and highly defined qualifications

ECTS. Our Institution has already adopted

proceed to the student, teaching and

the ECTS (in parallel with our local credit

training staff mobility. Promotional and

system) which is designed to guarantee

guidelines meetings, organized by the

quality, transparency and full academic
recognition. The credits for each course
followed abroad are allocated and
consented by both the academic
and departmental coordinator
according to the Transcript of Records
approved by the host institution.
Students can be awarded ECTS after
having attended and successfully
completed courses according to the
presigned Learning Agreement and
having taken part in examination
leading to a successful completion
and approval of the student’s
knowledge/skill. The adopted academic

International Office, take place twice a year.

credit system emerges from Bologna

Panteion ESN frames our efforts to organize

Convention in accordance with the Greek

supplementary events to the profit of

Higher Education necessities, given that a

the Erasmus Society in order to promote

great number of fundamental operational

the exchange mobility. The admission of

and academic principles are

public in an equipped hall is supported

under revision.

by our updated website. The Bilateral
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Scholarships

A

ccording to the Greek Law all

international scholarships, Panteion

Greek students are provided with

University has more specific scholarships for

undergraduate studies free of charge.

different purposes, such as complementing

Likewise, at Panteion University students are

the Erasmus+ Mobility Program, supporting

not supposed to pay for their postgraduate

University participation and information,

studies. Every Academic Department is

fostering access to postgraduate studies,

given a number of awards and scholarships

implementing the European Credit Transfer

funded by the Ministry of National

System, supporting technical issues and

Education and Religious Affairs, the State

general services, etc. Panteion University is

Scholarships Foundation and also other

widely acknowledged as one of the most

foundations or agencies. The scholarships

leading European destinations for students

are awarded to diligent students who excel

from other member States in the Erasmus+

at the entrance examsto the University

Mobility Program. Therefore, our Institution

or during their course of studies at the

has promoted and economically supported

University. Scholarships, awards and

academic exchanges, thus reaffirming the

reference books in the student’s field of

creation of opportunities for everyone.

studies are granted to students on the basis

The Bologna Declaration, signed by the

of their performance and financial status

Ministers for Education of 29 European

according to the relevant prerequisites.

countries, was the official start of the

As a complement to national and

convergence process towards a

European Higher Education Area, in which
all European Union member States take
part. The new educational area will allow
for mobility of European students, who
will benefit from study periods abroad.
We operate three European Programs

Private Sector,

within Erasmus+:

which has

 Erasmus+ Program for Studies, Teaching

enabled the

and Training Mobility,

Panteion

 Erasmus+ Panteion University

University

Consortium for Placement

to multiply

 Erasmus+ International Credit

the funds

Mobility.
More than 4.000 of our students, a
great number of teaching staff and
administrative staff members as well have
already participated in this European

devoted to research and
scientific production in general. Every year,
Panteion University receives almost
250 foreign students, teachers,
administrative staff from all over the
world.

Programs and
have benefited
from these
initiatives.
Our University
is strongly
committed
to the future.
This is why it
fosters quality
in teaching and
research and
strengthens links
with institutions,
businesses and
agents of the
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The Library of Panteion University
www.library.panteion.gr

P

anteion University has a unique and

Library has fully automated its services and

central Library which is located in the

functions and develops print, electronic

neoclassical building of Syngrou Avenue.

and digital collections as well as internet

The entrance is on the ground floor of the

applications and services.

building, but the library extends to three

The Library also participates in national

more floors with a total area of 2000 sq.m,

and European networks aiming to

with its own elevator and staircase.

a more effective usage of available

The purpose of Panteion University

information resources. In October 1991

Library and Information Service is to

the Library began its reorganization

cover, support and promote educational

and modernization. With the economic

and research activities of the Panteion

assistance of the Operational Programs for

academic community. Library’s operation

Education and Initial Vocational Training

also supports instructional missions of

(part of the 1st and 2nd Community

undergraduate and postgraduate programs

Support Frameworks) the Library has

while at the same time promotes academic

transformed into a modern institution. It has

objectives and contributes to the fulfillment

displayed a significant usage increase and is

of the social role of the University.

most vivid, pleasant and popular facility of

In order to achieve its purposes, the

the University.

Collection Information

there is material in German, French and

T

he Library possesses a valuable

Spanish languages. Users’ main contact point

collection of more than ninety

with the Library is the webpage of the Library.

thousands printed books and eighty

The website is supported by a networked

hundred printed journals, as well as web

digital information system which enables

access to more than thirteen thousands of

library staff to perform functions such as:

the most prestigious international journals.

content update, announcements and events

Library’s collection covers the wide range

presentation, users support, offer digital

of social and political sciences: philosophy,

services et al. Open access collections and

psychology, sociology, political science,

reading rooms are also available to external

economics, law, administration and

users who may search for print material and

management science, history, literature. It

study at the reading rooms. Services include

also develops subjects such as: information

Circulation/Borrowing services, interlibrary

science, applied sciences and mathematics,

loan and document delivery services, Material

social anthropology, criminology,

orders to enrich the collection, Library Training

accounting, etc. The print and digital
material is mainly in Greek and English while

Courses to familiarize its users with its material
and services.

All members of the academic community of Panteion University have the
right to use Library services provided they have a valid Library card.
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http://pandemos.panteion.gr

Digital Library repository: Pandemos

T

he digital Library of Panteion University

Access to Pandemos is free for everyone

offers access to full text documents

from everywhere and is based on the

of postgraduate and doctorate thesis,

principles of Berlin Declaration on Open

lecture notes and Greek journal articles and

Access to Knowledge.

conferences papers. These publications

Through Pandemos, widespread

are the outcomes of Panteion University

publication and immediate availability,

scientific community members’ intellectual

greater promotion and protection of work

activity. Pandemos contains also the

to the broad scientific community are

University publications (yearbooks, et al.),

achieved, while scholarly communication is

and University’s historical photos collection.

enhancing.

Other facilities

P

anteion Library supports access to

provide accessible books to all beneficiaries’

its services for blind and partially

print-disabled users of academic libraries in

sighted users and it has a individual room,

the country online.

a workstation with full equipments and

It is also the first attempt for a collective

related software for the print-disabled

online public directory (online public access

students. Moreover the Panteion Library

catalogue - OPAC) which contains the

pioneered to the creation of AMELib, which

electronic version of many books.

Wi-Fi
Panteion University offers a Wireless Online Campus with coverage in the whole
campus to 30.000 potential users. Thanks to this service, the University members
have free access to the Internet as well as to all computed services such as online
registration, email, library etc. from any point of the University: cafeterias,
outdoor areas, classrooms, administrative centers, libraries or study rooms.

Students Welfare
Meals
All undergraduate and postgraduate
students are entitled to free meals that
are provided at the university restaurant.
Students living in residences or boarding
houses take their meals at their place
of residence using a meals card. The
restaurant operates every day of the week,
morning, noon and evening, except for the
Christmas, Easter and summer holidays.

Health care
Free of charge health care for all students of
the Panteion University is an essential and
fundamental right. Students are entitled to

After their enrollment in their department,
students receive a Student Health Booklet,
provided that they declare they would
like their health insurance to be covered
by the University. All necessary required
documents are determined by the Health
Care Department, which is the responsible
administrative structure for the health
insurance and to which students are
supposed to apply.

be free of charge admitted and treated in
public hospitals.
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Sports

P

anteion University is interested in
providing its community members

with athletic and sports opportunities. An
important expression of student activity
is participation in sports possibilities. For
this reason the University Sports Centre
plays an important role in the university
life, being a significant pole of attraction
especially for students. Students at Panteion
University enjoy a wide range of athletic,
cultural and leisure activities. Students
have an opportunity to take part in many
athletic programmes under the supervision
of specialists. The University Sports Centre
organizes a great number of sports courses
and competitions during the academic year.

For example, students can join competitions
and intramural championships in football,
mini football 5x5, basketball, volleyball, chess
etc. Students seriously engaged in sport
can join the university student teams and
compete in University Games, inter-university
competitions and tournaments in Greece
and abroad, as well as in International,
European and Greek championships.
Panteion University students have been
usually awarded with prizes in Athletic
Games. The sports available at Panteion
University are: Gymnastics, Football and mini
soccer 5x5, Aerobics, Swimming, Basketball
and Korfball, Hiking, Volleyball and Beach
Volley 3x3, Mountain climbing, Weight lifting,
Skiing, Martial arts, Badminton, Traditional
and Contemporary dances, Modern dances,
Rafting, Chess, Track and field, Ping Pong.

Academic ID - Student Pass
A Student Pass is given to all undergraduate

the students discount entrance fares on

and postgraduate students for as long as

Greek public transport, railways and costal

they retain their student status. Persons

shipping as well as reduced entrance fares

enrolling in a second degree are not

to museums and cultural events.

entitled to a Student Pass. The Student Pass

Detailed information is available at the

is valid for one academic year and ensures

relevant Department Secretariat.

Athens Cultural Life
The city of Athens has a wide cultural
offering open to its most prized guests:
University students. In addition, social
life at Panteion University is in full swing.
You can obtain both knowledge and
education and also grow as a personality.
Therefore, Panteion University offers a
wide range of services aimed to enhance
social welfare and the spread of study
research and culture in society. The culture
promotion and dissemination activities,

University, as well as to all the society, local

the cooperation initiatives aimed to foster

agents, local authorities and people taking

development and the publication of

part in culture and science in one way or

research, cultural and teaching activities

another, the objective being that ideas

are all designed to merge University

born within the University foster the vigor

life with society and the city of Athens.

of the city’s cultural life and history. For

Panteion University projects, initiatives,

Panteion University, these activities and co

cultural events, lectures focused on a

operations are unavoidable obligations that

certain scientific or social issue and other

our Institution must fulfill and assume as

activities are open to all members of the

part of its social responsibilities.

University Unions
Promoting student associations is a fundamental goal for Panteion University as
a means to encourage the participation of students in University management
and develop academic, cultural or solidarity projects complementing Panteion
University students’ academic training and human dimension.

Buddy Program
Panteion University together with Erasmus Student Network (ESN) provides international
students with Greek buddies, who can give assistance to international students with
adaptation to the new study environment and some practical advice about everyday life
in Athens/Greece ESN buddies are regular ex-Erasmus students,
who are willing to help newcomers on a
voluntary basis.
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I didn’t become a rich man,
although I had many
opportunities,
And that was because
the idea that tormented me
was contrary to the very idea
of wealth.
The purpose of life
is found in the struggle and
the mission
to which a man devotes
himself
or, where his own nature
pushes him.
I poured all my capabilities
And my merits into
The founding and organization
of this School.
This is I hope the final task of
my life.
Georgios Frangoudis

ΘΑ Ε Ι ΝΑ Ι Δ Ι Ε Μ Ε Ε Υ Χ Α Ρ Ι Σ Τ Η Σ Ι Σ
ΝΑ Γ Ν Ω Ρ Ι Ζ Ω Α Π Ο ΤΟΥ Δ Ε Ο Τ Ι Ο Ι
ΦΟΙΤΩΝΤΕΣ ΕΙΣ ΤΗΝ ΣΧΟΛΗΝ ΑΥΤΗΝ
ΘΑ Λ Α Μ Β Α Ν Ο Υ Ν ΑΦ Ο Ρ Μ Η Ν Ν Α
ΣΚΕΠΤΟΝΤΑΙ ΟΤΙ Ο ΙΔΡΥΤΗΣ ΤΗΣ
ΣΧΟΛΗΣ ΤΩΝ ΗΤΟ ΣΧΕΔΟΝ ΣΥΝΟΜ ΗΛ Ι ΚΟΣ Τ Ω Ν Ο Τ Ι Ε Σ Π Ο Υ Δ Α Ζ Ε
ΚΑΙ ΑΥΤΟΣ ΠΟΛΙΤΙΚΑΣ ΕΠΙΣΤΗΜΑΣ
ΟΤΙ ΠΡΟΩΡΙΖΕ ΤΟΝ ΕΑΥΤΟΝ ΤΟΥ ΔΙΑ
ΤΟΝ ΑΥΤΟΝ ΜΕ ΑΥΤΟΥΣ ΣΚΟΠΟΝ ΤΗΝ
Ε Ξ Υ Π Η Ρ Ε Τ Η Σ Η Ν Τ Η Σ ΠΑΤ Ρ Ι Δ ΟΣ
ΟΝΕΙΡΟ ΟΛΩΝ...
Αλέξανδρος Πάντος
(χαραγμένο στην επιτύμβιο πλάκα στο Πάντειο)
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Application
You are required to send by post the following documentation duly filled in and endorsed by
your home university’s authorities:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Application form (do not forget to mark your selection for the Greek Language Courses in
the respective check box-in case you are interested)
Application form for free meals at the University restaurant.
Learning Agreement – form as supplied to you by your home University (signed and
stamped accordingly). This is your initial Learning Agreement, which you will have the
opportunity to modify if needed, after your arrival at Panteion. For full-year
applicants, separate Learning Agreement forms are required for each semester.
Confirmation Letter from your home University that you have been selected as an
Erasmus student for Panteion University, also stating your Erasmus period duration.
Medical Insurance Certification valid for the whole period of your Erasmus Studies
(copy -both sides- of your European Health Insurance Card or other)
Copy- both sides - of your ID card or Passport (the pages that contain your personal
information details)
Proof of B2 knowledge of English language. B1 certificate is also accepted, if the home
University can confirm B2 knowledge (original document signed and stamped
accordingly).
Four (4) ID type photographs

You are strongly advised to send the above mentioned documents scanned in attachment
by email (preferred) or fax before sending them by post.
In case you are still unable to mail the above required documents set close to our deadlines
expiration, please ensure that you fax or send by email (preferred), scanned in attachment at
least your Application within the deadlines and state the actual time that you will send the rest
of the documents.
As soon as you have finalized your travel arrangements, you are kindly requested to provide
us with your arrival information.
Please, note that Panteion University does not offer accommodation.
The Campus is accessible to students with disabilities (ramps and elevators are available).
Workstation software for visually impaired students.
Info regarding Visas can be found on the website of Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences
G KALLITH02

Useful links:

INCOMING STUDENTS: https://erasmus.panteion.gr/index.php/programs/incoming-students

APPLICATION: https://erasmus.panteion.gr/index.php/application

